Public participation or active engagement in deliberation of political agenda sets up the citizens" "will" to determine the outcomes of political decisions. Hereby various subgroups have a chance to claim their particular interests to avoid being bypassed in the overwhelming mass of even a benevolent majority. Children as a very particular subgroup lack political standing. This leaves a shadow on the democratic backbone of human rights law advocating for free and equal consensual will-formation. Not appealing to the reduction of voting age, it is suggested that children can influence public affairs in other ways than adults do. This question is especially relevant for Russia where the Soviet-era denial of children"s legal personality still echoes in the statutory law, challenging their meaningful involvement in public decision-making. Russian legal practices regarding children"s participation are examined through state reports and Concluding Observations of the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child. The author utilizes provisions of Russian statutory law and its application to match the participatory picture drawn in the official reports with the Russian legal reality.
INTRODUCTION
This article considers the compliance of Russia with its international obligations regarding children"s public participation. The contemporary legal practices of children"s involvement in public decision-making processes resulted from the implementation of the Convention on the Rights of the Child. Not only such practices but the whole understanding of the children"s legal personality changed significantly in comparison with those of the Soviet period under the influence of this instrument. These issues are discussed in the three sections of this article.
Outlining the foundations of children"s public participation, the first section considers the theoretical origins of participation and the participatory provisions of the Convention on the Rights of the Child. The author gives an overview of the Russian contribution to the treaty-monitoring procedure before the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child. For a fuller understanding of the matter in Russia the review of the past soviet legal practices denying children"s legal personality is scrutinized. After this contextualization the facilitation of minors" participatory rights and, particularly, some aspects related to the consideration of the children"s views by the Russian state authorities are sketched.
The second chapter aims to balance children"s entitlements to influence public decision-making against the non-political nature of their rights. It is argued that children are entitled to some limited political freedoms which give rise to participatory claims.
The third part examines the precise forms on which children realize their public participation. The author identifies realization of such freedoms as the freedom of assembly, association, and expression among such forms. The review of the case dealt with by the Russian Supreme Court concerning the state"s noninvolvement in the activity of children"s associations is suggested in this chapter.
Children"s councils, children"s parliaments and the access to decision-making are also regarded in this chapter as participatory forms.
Generalizing outcomes of the research are suggested in the concluding section.
preceding final legitimation in parliamentary bodies, public deliberations give substance to democratic processes of decision-making. The same desired result is conveyed by the UN Human Rights Committee regarding the right to take part in the conduct of public affairs which "lies at the core of democratic government based on the consent of the people". 10 Superficially, this has very little to do with children. Minors are excluded from participation in political life, following the established state practices based on the existing human rights norms. Does this mean that their voices are not counted in general will-formation? At least from the position of general structural philosophy it should not be like this. The work of Fattore and Turnbull is relevant in the present context. They argue that children can be counted as equal participants in political will-formation. Adding on Habermas" theory of deliberative democracy and utilizing his theory of communicative action, these authors advocate for children being a politically differentiated social group able to advocate for their interests in a 6 25) , UN Doc. CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add. 7 (1996) , Reprinted in Compilation of General Comments and General Recommendations Adopted by Human Rights Treaty Bodies, UN Doc. HRI/GEN/1/Rev.6 at 168 (2003), para. 25. 7 The conduct of public affairs is interpreted by the UN Human Rights Committee as "a broad concept which relates to the exercise of political power, in particular the exercise of legislative, executive and administrative powers. It covers all aspects of public administration, and the formulation and implementation of policy at international, national, regional and local levels" (UN Human Rights Committee, General Comment 25, supra note 3, para. 5). 8 The issues of deliberative democracy were first raised by Habermas in his work "Legitimation Crisis": (Jurgen Habermas, Legitimation Crisis (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1989)). These ideas were developed further in the book "Between Facts and Norms" where the author reflects upon the meaning of public discourse in democracy (Jurgen Habermas, Between Facts and Norms (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 1996)). 9 Jurgen Habermas, Legitimation Crisis, supra note 8, p. 36. 10 UN Human Rights Committee, General Comment 25, supra note 3, para. 1.
PARTICIPATORY PROVISIONS OF THE CONVENTION ON THE RIGHTS OF THE CHILD
The CRC is a child-specific UN human rights instrument. Its adoption is justified in most instances by the need of special protection and vulnerability of children. 13 Guaranteeing a wide range of rights for the child this Convention does not categorize these rights as definitively civil or political. The CRC also provides for a specific monitoring mechanism which is realized by virtue of the activities of the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child. 14 The Committee receives periodic state reports with information concerning on the measures which give effect to the rights recognized by the Convention and on the progress made on the enjoyment of those rights. 15 The Committee makes general recommendations based on this information. These recommendations are transmitted to states" parties concerned and reported to the UN General Assembly. 16 This most widely ratified Convention has several provisions related to participation. Taken together they give rise to participatory rights of minors. The belief that children have the right to express their views "is one of the more radical 25 and the right to information. 26 The right to freedom of association and to freedom of peaceful assembly also supports public participation. 27 The CRC does not draw any specific line between the freedom of peaceful assembly and the freedom of association. It regulates these freedoms by virtue of one legal provision of its article 15. The right of everyone to form and join trade unions as an extension of the right to freedom of association 28 is not mentioned by this instrument. However, article 23 of the CRC mentions specifically participation of mentally or physically disabled children. 29 Thus, the CRC does not equate its provisions regarding children"s public participation with the classic participatory right to take part in the conduct of public affairs; to vote and to stand for elections or for public office. Bringing the message that children are nonetheless equal rights-holders with others this instrument reaffirms that minors are not totally excluded from opportunities to influence public affairs. Compensating the "closed" opportunities for children to fully realize political rights, the CRC opens other channels for children to take part in decision-making processes.
CHILDREN'S PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN RUSSIA: JUSTIFICATION FOR THE CONVENTION ON THE RIGHTS OF THE CHILD
The CRC is practically the first human rights instrument facilitating limited political rights of children. The USSR joined this Convention in 1990. Practical realization of its provisions is therefore important for Russia as the successor of the Union. Every five years the state parties submit reports to the UN Committee in the Rights of the Child (the CRC Committee). They inform on which measures are undertaken to ensure children"s rights and which impediments are met on the way to realization of separate provisions of this Convention. Basing its assessment on the information submitted by the states the Committee draws up recommendations as for what should be specifically taken into account, which problems should be solved in priority order, or which measures could be undertaken to solve these problems. The Russian Federation has submitted three periodic reports to the CRC Committee since 1992. These reporting materials are referred to throughout this article. The analysis of the praxis of the CRC Committee regarding other states is 24 CRC, supra note 14, art. 13. 25 Ibid., art. 14. 26 Ibid., art. 17. 27 Ibid., art. 15. 28 As specified, for example, by article 22 of the ICCPR. 29 According to para. 1 of this article: "States Parties recognize that a mentally or physically disabled child should enjoy a full and decent life, in conditions which ensure dignity, promote self-reliance and facilitate the child's active participation in the community". Malkov argue for such children"s political rights as the right to assembly and association, 30 Chirkin denies the existence of children"s political rights. 31 The academic merits of these three scholars are widely recognised in Russia. Again, this contradiction in opinions might be explained by differentiation between the "core" political rights and "complementing" political freedoms.
Under the influence of the CRC the evolution of children"s public participation in Russia has made a cardinal turn on its way from the soviet-era denial of children"s legal personality to the present limited participatory rights of minors. It passed the temporary stage of allowing participation in local self-government to those who have attained 16 years. The law "On Local Self-Government in the Russian Federation" of 6 July 1991 provided that persons who have attained 16
years can take part in public gatherings. These gatherings decided on important issues of territorial self-government. 32 This law has been null and void since the beginning of 1999. The meaningful opportunities for children to participate in local self-government were cut off with its nullification. In the same year the bill 33 32 Territorial self-government implies the citizens" self-organization in the place of their residence on a certain part of the territory of a municipality aiming at realization of their initiatives regarding the matters of local significance with their own forces and at their own risk. 33 The Bill No. 99111398-2 "On the Basic Guarantees of the Rights of the Citizens to Take Part in Local Self-Government"; the document has not been officially published; it was explored basing on the materials of the Russian law database "Consultant Plus". parliamentarians. 34 The reasoning behind this referred to the "lack of clarity" of those exact "forms" which had been under consideration of the bill. 42 According to this article: [t]he child shall have the right to express his opinion in resolving any issue in the family, which infringes upon his interests, and also to be heard out in the course of any court or administrative hearings. It shall be obligatory to take into account the opinion of the child who has reached the age of 10 years, except for in the cases when this is contrary to his interests. In the cases stipulated by the present Code (Articles 59, 72, 132, 134, 136, 143 and 154), the guardianship and trusteeship bodies or the court shall be able to take the decision only with the consent of the child who has reached the age of 10 years. 43 If the court comes to a conclusion that it is necessary to obtain an opinion of a minor in a child raring dispute, the opinion of a child custody authority is asked before in order to find out whether the presence of a minor in the court may have a negative impact on him or her. The inquiry is conducted with due account on the age and developmental stage of a child in the presence of a teacher in an atmosphere where the influence of other affected persons is left out. While conducting an inquiry the court ought to find out whether the opinion of a child is a consequence of the influence of one of the parents or other affected persons; whether a child fully understands his or her own interests while expressing this opinion; and what are his or her argumentation behind this opinion; and other similar circumstances (On can be organizers of general "adult" public meetings. 48 During such meetings citizens collectively express their opinions concerning public affairs.
PAST SOVIET PRACTICES
Prior to these legislative improvements Russian legal theory as well as practice considered children"s rights to be derivatives from parental duties. The necessity of a child to have his or her own opinion and to estimate his or her as well as other people"s actions remained unconsidered thereby. Such an approach was justified by the lack of full legal subjectivity of a child which had been seen as dependant on the certain level of consciousness and will advancement. Only upon reaching a certain stage of maturity can a person engage in legal relationships, obtain legal rights and carry out relevant duties by his or her conscious actions, and carry out responsibility for these actions. In fact, minors as being legally "incapable"
to act were excluded from participation in legal relationships. Parents and other legal representatives were entitled to participate in legal relationships on behalf of their children.
49
Another justification for such a position came from the notion of a "personality"
in the soviet legal theory and practice. Along with the rights of citizens the Constitution of the USSR of 1977 fixed the right of a "personality" to protection by the courts against encroachments on their honour and reputation, life and health, and personal freedom and property (article 57). 50 In so doing the legal doctrine did not consider as "personalities", for example, those who had been imprisoned, legally incapable, or below full age.
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The past exclusion of children from legal relationships has even at present much deeper consequences than a mere lack of legal standing. Still in the modern era the echoes of the soviet "ignorance" regarding children"s rights are dealt by the courts of law. Thus, the formal decision on political repression regarding children under 16 years old was unnecessary, according to the Russian legislation. This was due to the fact that upon reaching this age it was impossible to bring them to criminal responsibility. Nonetheless, these children were in fact repressed and subject to all enforcement measures. Together with their parents who were unjustly 48 The 
CONSIDERATION OF CHILDREN'S VIEWS
At present Russia reports to the CRC Committee that some steps are undertaken in the direction of "giving due account" 54 to children"s voices.
Mentioning that "children put forward their proposals, comments and amendments" during the drafting of the selected Russian statutes 55 the Russian representatives even outlined a special mechanism of consideration of these proposals. Children"s opinions are first discussed within various children"s associations and meetings "before being formulated and generalized in a composite document". claim and a corresponding obligation of others to ensure it, then the existence of children"s political rights is under considerable doubt.
84 This is why the CRC provides for additional participatory guarantees for children, "encouraging children"s involvement in decision-making". 85 Pursuing the efforts to check out whether the existing Russian practices really take children"s voices into account the discussion moves on to the exploration of certain children"s participatory forms in Russia. 77 Giving due recognition to the fact that the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, providing for the right for everyone to take part in the government, "makes no explicit exception for children", these authors explain such an "omission" in such a way that it was so obvious when drafting this declaration "that children were not covered by the word "everyone"" (Thomas Hammarberg and Alfhild Petren, supra note 76: 61 Moreover an amendment initiated by children to the 1995 federal law on public associations which was accepted, "changed the minimum age for membership of a children's organization". 95 The minimum age for joining a children's organization was reduced from ten to eight years old in 1997. The Committee also urges states parties to establish clear guidelines on how the views presented by children are taken into account by the formal political process, and how children are provided with adequate responses to their proposals. 122 Despite the lack of information concerning the steps undertaken by the states to establish such guidelines one solution is suggested hereby.
THE CASE OF THE RUSSIAN SUPREME COURT CONCERNING

STATES
Establishing a procedure, according to which a report is submitted to state authorities after the sessions of children"s parliaments, would ensure consideration of children"s views. Certain time could be given to the authorities to provide feedback of what could be done in order to meet the claims outlined in the report.
For example, the children"s parliament of Mali submits a report to the authorities after its each biannual session on its concerns about the situation of children and "the action it expects from the government". 123 There is no mention of the response actions which ought to be undertaken by the government. It would be logical to suggest that the government gives comments upon the claims of children concerning the actions expected from it. These recommendations as well as the positive experience of other states outlined above may one day also be realized by Russia. It may seem that the child is seen by the Russian legal system not as a partner in child-state dialogues but rather as a will be partner. The legal denial of children"s substantial participation is a very deep reflection of the social order.
Therefore, exclusion of children from important vehicles to influence decisionmaking processes seems to be inherent to the Russian legal system, which reflects age-old social practices belittling children"s legal subjectivity. The Russian practices of children"s involvement in political decision-making very often take the form of a spontaneously organised play, and not any real standing. Only minors" membership in youth and children associations appears to be a stable participatory opportunity.
Nonetheless even this effort is a double-edged sword for children"s democratic participation. The federal statutory law allowing children from 8 years old to take part in children"s associations introduces in a way restricting terms of state support of these associations. This is among the reasons why the CRC Committee "urges 
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